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1 Introduction
The surface di®usion °ow
V = ¡¢S· (1.1)
is a geometrical evolution law which describes the surface dynamics for phase interfaces,
when mass di®usion only occurs within the interface. Here, V is the normal velocity
of the evolving surface, ¢S is the surface Laplacian, and · is the mean curvature of the
surface. The °ow (1.1) was ¯rst proposed by Mullins [19] in works concerned with thermal
grooving. A derivation of (1.1) within rational thermodynamics was given by Davi and
Gurtin [6]. In [21], Cahn and Taylor showed that (1.1) is the H¡1-gradient °ow of the
area functional, and in [4], Cahn, Elliott, and Novick-Cohen used formal asymptotics to
derive (1.1) as the sharp interface limit of the Cahn-Hilliard equation with degenerate
mobility. Further, the motion given by (1.1) has the signi¯cant geometrical properties
that for closed embedded hypersurfaces the enclosed volume is preserved and surface area
decreases in time (see e.g. [7, 9]). The evolution law (1.1) leads to a fourth order parabolic
equation which is in contrast to the second order mean curvature °ow V = ·. We remark
that the mean curvature °ow is also area decreasing but changes the enclosed volume.
In this paper we study the motion by surface di®usion for curves in cases where
the interface intersects an external boundary. More precisely, we consider the following
problem. Let ­ be an open bounded domain in R2. We look for evolving curves ¡ =
f¡tgt¸0 lying in ­ with @¡ ½ @­ and satisfying
V = ¡·ss (1.2)
1
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for all points on ¡t with the boundary conditions½
¡t?@­ (90±-angle condition);
·s = 0 (no-°ux condition)
(1.3)
at ¡t \ @­, where a subscript s denotes di®erentiation with respect to the arc-length pa-
rameter of the evolving curve ¡t. The boundary conditions (1.3) are the natural boundary
conditions when viewing the °ow as the H¡1-gradient °ow of the length functional. It is
not di±cult to show that under the surface di®usion °ow (1.2) with the boundary condi-
tions (1.3) the areas enclosed by ¡t and @­ is preserved and the length of ¡t decreases in
time. We also ¯nd that an arc of a circle or a line segment are stationary under (1.2) and
(1.3). Our goal in this paper is to show a nonlinear stability result for stationary solutions
to (1.2) and (1.3). A proof of such a result is di±cult due to the area preserving property
and due to the fact that highly nonlinear boundary conditions appear. We remark that
for nonlinear boundary conditions satisfactory stability results are not available within
the context of semigroup theory. We also remark that it is not possible to use methods
based on maximum or comparison principles which have been used for mean curvature
°ow, see [10, 11].
For closed curves evolving by surface di®usion, Elliott and Garcke [7] showed a global
existence result in the case that the initial curve is close to a circle. In addition, they
proved nonlinear stability of circles under surface di®usion. Escher, Mayer, and Simonett
[9] generalized the result in [7] to the higher-dimensional case. For evolving curves which
come into contact with the outer boundary, Garcke, Ito, and Kohsaka [12] studied the
linearized stability of stationary curves for (1.2) and (1.3). They derived a linearized
stability criterion by extending the work for mean curvature °ow of [10, 11, 15] to motion
by surface di®usion. For three evolving curves with a triple junction in the case that the
outer boundary @­ is a rectangle [8, 13] or a triangle [14], global existence results when
the initial curve is a small perturbation of a certain stationary curve have been shown.
Also nonlinear stability of this stationary curve can be shown.
Since the proof of nonlinear stability will heavily depend on the linear stability criterion
derived in [12], we will now state it in detail. Let ¡¤ be a stationary curve parameterized
by X¤ such that
¡¤ = fX¤(¾) j ¾ 2 [l¡; l+]g
where ¾ is the arc-length parameter along ¡¤ and X¤(l§) 2 @­. Further, we denote by
·¤ the curvature of ¡¤ and by h¤§ the curvature of @­ at X
¤(l§) where we assume the
sign convention that h¤§ is negative if ­ is convex. Then, the linearized stability criterion
requires that
I¤[w;w] =
Z l+
l¡
©
w2¾ ¡ (·¤)2w2
ª
d¾ + h¤+(w
2j¾=l+) + h¤¡(w2j¾=l¡) (1.4)
is positive for all w 2 H1(¡¤) with mean value zero. In [12] this criterion was derived by
studying the stability of the linearized problem. The same bilinear form also appears if
one computes the second variation of the length functional taking boundary contacts into
account, see e.g. Vogel [22]. We refer to Section 7 of [12] for several examples in which
the linearized stability criterion has been applied. In the papers [2, 3] numerical results
on the stability of stationary solutions for surface di®usion are presented.
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Our methods to obtain a nonlinear stability result are the following. First we introduce
new curvilinear coordinates in order to derive an appropriate parameterization for which
we can formulate (1.2) and (1.3) in a PDE setting. We then prove a local existence
result, where the local existence time only depends on the C2+®-norm (0 < ® < 1) of the
initial curve. This is very helpful for a global existence result because we need a priori
estimates only up to two spatial derivatives. In fact, by applying an energy method as
in [5, 7, 13, 14] to a resulting evolution equation for the curvature, we can derive an a
priori estimate of the L2-norm of ·s, which implies the boundedness of the C
2+®-norm
(0 < ® < 1=2) of the solution for t > 0. In the derivation of this a priori estimate, the
linearized stability criterion developed in [12] is used. In addition, we need to understand
the set of stationary solutions. We can use a result by Vogel [22] which guarantees that
linearly stable stationary solutions are strict local minimizers of the length functional
under an area constraint. We also show that in the neighborhood of the linearly stable
stationary solution other stationary solutions can be parameterized by the enclosed area.
This implies that the linearly stable stationary solution is isolated; a fact which will be
important in order to study the long time behaviour of solutions.
This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, a parameterization established in [12] is
employed for the geometric evolution equation (1.2) with boundary conditions (1.3). As
a consequence, we obtain a nonlinear fourth order parabolic partial di®erential equation
with nonlinear boundary conditions. We show a local existence result for this nonlinear
parabolic problem. For the readers convenience we show an essential part of the proof
of the local existence result in an Appendix. In Section 3, an evolution equation for the
curvature is derived together with some geometric identities. The evolution equation for
the curvature allows it to apply an energy method as in [5, 7, 13, 14]. In Section 4,
we ¯rst derive a priori estimates for the length of ¡t and the L
2-norm of ·s when ¡t is
close to a linearly stable stationary curve. These estimates imply the boundedness of the
C2+®-norm (0 < ® < 1=2) of the solution for t > 0, so that the global existence result
is proven when the initial curve is close to a linearly stable stationary curve. Finally, in
Section 5, we show nonlinear stability of linearly stable stationary curves.
2 Local existence and uniqueness
In order to derive local existence and uniqueness for the geometric evolution equation (1.2)
with the boundary conditions (1.3), we employ a parameterization which was established
in [12]. For the readers convenience, we give a detailed derivation of the parameterization
in the following.
Let ­ ½ R2 be a domain such that
­ = fx 2 R2 j Ã(x) < 0g; @­ = fx 2 R2 j Ã(x) = 0g
with a smooth function Ã : R2 ! R ful¯lling rÃ(x) 6= 0 for x with Ã(x) = 0.
Also, let ¡¤ be a stationary curve under the °ow (1.2) and (1.3), i.e. ¡¤ has constant
curvature ·¤. We now introduce an arc-length parameterization of ¡¤ in the form
¡¤ = f©¤(¾) j ¾ 2 [l¡; l+]g;
where ©¤ is a mapping from [l¡; l+] to R2 and l+¡ l¡ is the total length of ¡¤. Note that
we can extend ¡¤ naturally either to the full circle when ¡¤ is an arc of a circle or to a
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straight line when ¡¤ is a line segment. We set
¹l :=
½
¼=j·¤j; if ·¤ 6= 0;
+1; if ·¤ = 0;
i.e. ¹l is the length of the extension of ¡¤ to a half circle if ·¤ 6= 0. Without loss of
generality, we can assume [l¡; l+] ½ (¡¹l; ¹l). De¯ne½
»+(q) := maxf¾ 2 (¡¹l; ¹l) j ©¤(¾) + qN¤(¾) 2 ­g;
»¡(q) := minf¾ 2 (¡¹l; ¹l) j ©¤(¾) + qN¤(¾) 2 ­g
where N¤(¾) is a unit normal vector of ¡¤ at ¾ and is obtained by rotating the unit
tangent vector T ¤(¾) of ¡¤ by ¼=2. Above, q is a parameter with q 2 (¡ ¹d; ¹d) for a small
and given ¹d > 0. It holds that Ã(©¤(»§(q)) + qN¤(»§(q))) = 0 and »§(0) = l§. Using the
implicit function theorem, we see that »+(q) and »¡(q) are smooth. Let
ª(¾; q) := ©¤(»(¾; q)) + qN¤(»(¾; q))
with
»(¾; q) := »¡(q) +
¾ ¡ l¡
l+ ¡ l¡ (»+(q)¡ »¡(q)):
It is not di±cult to check that »(l§; q) = »§(q) and »(¾; 0) = ¾.
In addition, one derives that ª : (l¡; l+)£ (¡ ¹d; ¹d)! ­ parametrizes the intersection
W of a tubular neighborhood around the extended ¡¤ with ­. We now consider functions
½ : [l¡; l+] ! (¡ ¹d; ¹d) and obtain ª(¾; ½(¾)) 2 W for ¾ 2 (l¡; l+). Then we de¯ne
©(¾) := ª(¾; ½(¾)) for ¾ 2 [l¡; l+], which is a parameterization of a curve ¡. An evolving
curve is now given by
¡t := f©(¾; t) j ¾ 2 [l¡; l+]g (2.1)
with ©(¾; t) := ª(¾; ½(¾; t)) for a function ½ = ½(¾; t). We note that j½(¾; t)j < ¹d guaran-
tees that ©(¾; t) = ª(¾; ½(¾; t)) 2 W for ¾ 2 (l¡; l+) and t > 0. We remark that ½ ´ 0
corresponds to the stationary curve ¡¤.
Let us now express (1.2) and (1.3) with the help of parameterizations which have the
form (2.1). For the arc-length parameter s of ¡t, we have
ds
d¾
= j©¾j =
q
jª¾j2 + 2(ª¾;ªq)R2½¾ + jªqj2½2¾ =: J(½): (2.2)
By j ¢ j and (¢; ¢)R2 we denote the norm and the inner product in R2, respectively. Then
we ¯nd
T =
1
J(½)
©¾; N =
1
J(½)
R©¾
where T and N are the unit tangent and unit normal to ¡t, respectively, and R is the
rotation by the angle ¼=2. The normal velocity V of ¡t is given by
V = (©t; N)R2 =
1
J(½)
(©t; R©¾)R2 =
1
J(½)
(ªq; Rª¾)R2½t:
Further, the Laplace-Beltrami operator ¢(½) on ¡t is given via (2.2) as
¢(½) = @2s =
1
J(½)
@¾
µ
1
J(½)
@¾
¶
=
1
(J(½))2
@2¾ +
1
J(½)
µ
@¾
1
J(½)
¶
@¾: (2.3)
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Then, the curvature · of ¡t can be derived by using ¢(½) as
·(½) = (¢(½)©; N)R2 =
1
(J(½))3
(©¾¾; R©¾)R2
=
1
(J(½))3
h
(ªq; Rª¾)R2½¾¾ +
©
2(ª¾q; Rª¾)R2 + (ª¾¾; Rªq)R2
ª
½¾
+
©
(ªqq; Rª¾)R2 + 2(ª¾q; Rªq)R2 + (ªqq; Rªq)R2½¾
ª
½2¾
+(ª¾¾; Rª¾)R2
i
: (2.4)
Furthermore, we note that the Neumann boundary condition (©¾; T@­)R2 = 0 on @­ is
equivalent to the condition (R©¾;rÃ(©))R2 = 0 on @­. Then we compute that the
parameterization of the Neumann boundary condition is
(Rª¾ +Rªq½¾;rÃ(ª))R2 = 0 at ¾ = l§:
As a consequence, we conclude that the problem (1.2) and (1.3) is represented by8><>:
½t = ¡L(½)¢(½)·(½) for ¾ 2 (l¡; l+); t > 0;
(Rª¾ +Rªq½¾;rÃ(ª))R2 = 0 at ¾ = l§;
@¾·(½) = 0 at ¾ = l§:
(2.5)
Here L(½) := J(½)=(ªq; Rª¾)R2 ; ¢(½) and ·(½) are given by (2.3) and (2.4), respectively.
Let I = [l¡; l+] and Qt0;t1 = I £ (t0; t1] for 0 · t0 < t1 <1. For 0 < ® < 1, we de¯ne
the function space
Y(Qt0;t1) = f½ 2 C2+®;0(Qt0;t1) \ C4+®;1(Qt0;t1) j k½kY(Qt0;t1 ) <1g
with the norm
k½kY(Qt0;t1 ) = supt0·t·t1
k½(¢; t)kC2+®(I) + sup
t0<t·t1
(t¡ t0)1=2k@4¾½(¢; t)kC®(I)
+ sup
t0<t·t1
(t¡ t0)1=2k½t(¢; t)kC®(I);
where Qt0;t1 is the closure of Qt0;t1 .
Now we are ready to state a local existence theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (Local existence) Let ® 2 (0; 1) and let us assume that ½0 2 C2+®(I)
with k½0kC0(I) < ¹d ful¯lls
(Rª¾ +Rªq½¾;rÃ(ª))R2 = 0 at ¾ = l§:
Then there exists a T0 = T0(1=k½0kC2+®(I)) > 0 such that the problem (2.5) with ½(¢; 0) =
½0 has a unique solution in Y(Q0;T0).
This theorem is proved by applying similar arguments as in [13]. Since we have to take care
of the boundary conditions in a di®erent way, we will sketch the proof in the Appendix.
Remark 2.2 By using a bootstrapping argument as in [13, Theorem 3.6, Remark 3.7], it
can be shown that the solution ½ established in Theorem 2.1 is smooth for t 2 (0; T0].
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3 An evolution equation for curvature
In order to show nonlinear stability of solutions for which the linearized stability criterion
of [12] is ful¯lled, we apply an energy method similar to the one used in [5, 7, 13, 14]. For
this approach it is important to derive an evolution equation for the curvature. Such an
equation will allow it to derive a priori estimates using the linearized stability criterion.
For the above mentioned purpose, we employ a parameterization of the evolving curve
¡t by arc-length contrary to the one stated in Section 2. Let X be a smooth mapping so
that X(¢; t) is an arc-length parameterization of ¡t, i.e.
¡t := fX(s; t) j s 2 [r¡(t); r+(t)]g
for any t > 0, where r+ and r¡ are smooth in t. In particular, X(r§(t); t) 2 @­ and
r+(t) ¡ r¡(t) = L[¡t], where L[¡t] denotes the total length of ¡t. Let N (= N(s; t)) be
the unit normal vector of ¡t, which is represented as
N(s; t) =
µ
cos µ(s; t)
sin µ(s; t)
¶
:
Also, let T (= T (s; t)) and · (= ·(s; t)) be the unit tangent vector of ¡t and the curvature
of ¡t, respectively. Note that the unit tangent vector T is obtained by rotating the unit
normal vector N by ¡¼=2. Then, using µs = ·, we have½
Ns = ¡·T; Ts = ·N;
Nt = ¡µtT; Tt = µtN: (3.1)
In addition, set
V := (Xt; N)R2 ; v := (Xt; T )R2 :
Note that V and v are the normal velocity and the tangent velocity of X, respectively.
Then it follows that
Xt = V N + vT: (3.2)
Di®erentiating (3.2) with respect to s and using (3.1), we have
Xts = VsN + V Ns + vsT + vTs
= (Vs + ·v)N + (¡·V + vs)T:
This implies the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 Let X be a smooth arc-length parameterization as above. Then
µt = Vs + ·v; vs = ·V:
Proof. Since Xts = Xst and Xs = T , it follows from (3.1) that
µtN = (Vs + ·v)N + (¡·V + vs)T:
Thus we obtain the desired results. ¤
By Lemma 3.1, we have the following formula for the time-derivative of curvature.
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Lemma 3.2 Let X be a smooth arc-length parameterization as above. Then
·t = Vss + ·
2V + ·sv:
Proof. By µs = · and Lemma 3.1, we derive
·t = µst = µts = (Vs + ·v)s = Vss + ·vs + ·sv = Vss + ·
2V + ·sv:
This completes the proof. ¤
By the assumption that ¡t touches @­ with the angle ¼=2, we have
Ã(X(r§(t); t)) = 0; (rÃ(X); N)R2 = 0 at s = r§(t):
Then we derive the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3 Let X be a smooth arc-length parameterization as above. Then
v(r§(t); t) + r0§(t) = 0:
Proof. Di®erentiating Ã(X(r§(t); t)) = 0 with respect to t and using (rÃ(X); N)R2 = 0
at s = r§(t), we have at s = r§(t)
0 = (rÃ(X); Xsr0§ +Xt)R2 = (rÃ(X); Xsr0§ + V N + vT )R2
= (v + r0§)(rÃ(X); T )R2 = § (v + r0§)jrÃ(X)j:
The last identity is derived with the help of T = §rÃ(X)=jrÃ(X)j at s = r§(t). Since
jrÃ(X)j 6= 0, we obtain the desired result. ¤
Now we can present an evolution equation for the curvature.
Proposition 3.4 (Evolution equation for the curvature) Let evolving curves ¡ =
f¡tgt¸0 be lying in ­ with @¡ ½ @­. Then, a smooth solution of
V = ¡·ss on ¡t (3.3)
with the boundary conditions½
^(¡t; @­) = ¼=2 at ¡t \ @­;
·s = 0 at ¡t \ @­ (3.4)
ful¯lls for t > 0
·t = ¡·ssss ¡ ·2·ss + ·sv on ¡t (3.5)
and ½
·s = 0 at ¡t \ @­;
(@s § h§)·ss = 0 at ¡t \ @­: (3.6)
Here h§ is the curvature of @­ at the points X(r§(t); t) 2 ¡t\@­ with the sign convention
that h§ · 0 if ­ is convex
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Proof. We immediately obtain (3.5) from (3.3) and Lemma 3.2. Next we show (3.6).
Di®erentiating (rÃ(X); N)R2 = 0 at s = r§(t) with respect to t and using (3.1), (3.2),
Lemma 3.1, and Lemma 3.3, we have at s = r§(t)
0 = ([D2Ã(X)](Xsr
0
§ +Xt); N)R2 + (rÃ(X); Nsr0§ +Nt)R2
= (v + r0§)([D
2Ã(X)]T;N)R2 + V ([D
2Ã(X)]N;N)R2
¡·r0§(rÃ(X); T )R2 ¡ µt(rÃ(X); T )R2
= V ([D2Ã(X)]T@­(X); T@­(X))R2 ¡ Vs(rÃ(X); T )R2
¡·(v + r0§)(rÃ(X); T )R2
= V ([D2Ã(X)]T@­(X); T@­(X))R2 ¨ VsjrÃ(X)j:
Here D2Ã is the Hessian matrix of Ã. Then we observe
·@­(X) = ¡ 1jrÃ(X)j([D
2Ã(X)]T@­(X); T@­(X))R2 ;
so that
Vs § h§V = 0 at s = r§(t)
where h§ are given by h§ := ·@­(X(r§(t); t)). This completes the proof. ¤
4 A priori estimates and global existence
We now derive basic evolution formulas for length and
Z
¡t
·2s ds.
Lemma 4.1 A smooth solution of (3.3)-(3.4) ful¯lls
(i)
d
dt
L[¡t] = ¡
Z
¡t
·2s ds,
(ii)
d
dt
Z
¡t
·2s ds = ¡2
½Z
¡t
V 2s ds¡
Z
¡t
·2V 2 ds+ h+(V
2js=r+(t)) + h¡(V 2js=r¡(t))
¾
+
Z
¡t
·2s·V ds
where h§ is evaluated at X(r§(t); t).
Proof. Recalling L[¡t] = r+(t)¡ r¡(t) and using Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, we have
d
dt
L[¡t] = r
0
+(t)¡ r0¡(t) = ¡v(r+(t); t) + v(r¡(t); t) = ¡
Z
¡t
vs ds
= ¡
Z
¡t
·V ds =
Z
¡t
··ss ds = ¡
Z
¡t
·2s ds:
The last term is derived using integration by parts and ·s = 0 at ¡t \ @­.
In order to prove (ii), we computeZ
¡t
·s(·t)s ds =
Z
¡t
·s(¡·ssss ¡ ·2·ss + ·sv)s ds: (4.1)
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Since ·ts = ·st and ·s = 0 at ¡t \ @­, we have
(L.H.S. of (4.1)) =
Z
¡t
·s·st ds =
1
2
Z
¡t
(·2s)t ds =
1
2
d
dt
Z
¡t
·2s ds:
On the other hand, by means of integration by parts and using (3.6), we derive
(R.H.S. of (4.1)) = ¡
Z
¡t
·ss(¡·ssss ¡ ·2·ss + ·sv) ds
=
Z
¡t
·ss·ssss ds+
Z
¡t
·2·2ss ds¡
Z
¡t
·ss·sv ds
= ¡h+(·2ssjs=r+(t))¡ h¡(·2ssjs=r¡(t))¡
Z
¡t
·2sss ds
+
Z
¡t
·2·2ss ds+
1
2
Z
¡t
·2svs ds:
Thus it follows from V = ¡·ss and vs = ·V that
1
2
d
dt
Z
¡t
·2s ds = ¡
nZ
¡t
V 2s ds¡
Z
¡t
·2V 2 ds+ h+(V
2js=r+(t)) + h¡(V 2js=r¡(t))
o
+
1
2
Z
¡t
·2s·V ds:
This completes the proof. ¤
Let us de¯ne the bilinear form I as
I[w;w] =
Z r+
r¡
(w2s ¡ ·2avw2) ds+ h+(w2js=r+) + h¡(w2js=r¡)
for w 2 H1(¡t) with Z r+
r¡
w ds = 0:
Here s is the arc-length parameter along ¡t, which belongs to the interval [r¡; r+] with
L[¡t] = r+ ¡ r¡; h§ is the curvature of @­ at ¡t \ @­; and ·av is the averaged curvature
of ¡t de¯ned as
·av =
1
L[¡t]
Z r+
r¡
· ds:
Since V = ¡·ss and ·s = 0 at ¡t \ @­, it holds thatZ
¡t
V ds = 0: (4.2)
Then, we can rewrite Lemma 4.1 (ii) as
d
dt
Z
¡t
·2s ds+ 2I[V; V ] = ¡2
Z
¡t
(·2av ¡ ·2)V 2 ds+
Z
¡t
·2s·V ds: (4.3)
The following lemmas will be crucial in order to derive an a priori estimate.
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Lemma 4.2 A smooth solution of (3.3)-(3.4) ful¯lls
(i)
¯¯¯¯Z
¡t
·2s··ss ds
¯¯¯¯
· 1
3
L[¡t]k·sk2L2(¡t)k·ssk2L2(¡t).
(ii) k·¡ ·avkC0(¡t) · L[¡t]1=2k·skL2(¡t).
Proof. We ¯rst prove (i). Since ·s = 0 at ¡t \ @­, we getZ
¡t
·2s··ss ds = ¡
1
3
Z
¡t
·4s ds:
Then it follows that ¯¯¯¯Z
¡t
·4s ds
¯¯¯¯
· k·sk2L2(¡t)k·sk2L1(¡t)
· L[¡t]k·sk2L2(¡t)k·ssk2L2(¡t):
The last term is derived by using a Poincar¶e inequality since ·s = 0 at ¡t \ @­.
Next we prove (ii). Since Z
¡t
(·¡ ·av) ds = 0;
for each t > 0, there is a r0 (= r0(t)) 2 (r¡(t); r+(t)) such that ·(r0; t)¡ ·av(t) = 0. This
implies that
j·(s; ¢)¡ ·avj =
¯¯¯¯Z s
r0
(·¡ ·av)s ds
¯¯¯¯
=
¯¯¯¯Z s
r0
·s ds
¯¯¯¯
·
Z
¡t
j·sj ds · L[¡t]1=2k·skL2(¡t):
Thus we have the desired result. ¤
We remind the reader that for functions w1; w2 with mean values zero we can de¯ne
the H¡1-inner product via
(w1; w2)¡1 =
Z l+
l¡
u1;¾u2;¾ d¾
where ui is the solution of ¡ui;¾¾ = wi in (l¡; l+) and ui;¾ = 0 at ¾ = l§. According to
[12], the bilinear form I¤ as stated in the introduction, see (1.4), is positive provided that
the maximal eigenvalue ¸ for the linearized problem to (1.2) and (1.3) is negative. In [12]
it was shown that I[w;w] ¸ (¡¸)(w;w)¡1 for all w with mean value zero. We now want
to derive a perturbation of this result. Let us denote L = L[¡] and L¤ = L[¡¤] (= l+¡ l¡).
Then we have the following lemma, which implies a lower bound for I when the parameters
·av, h§, and L are close to ·¤, h¤§, and L
¤, respectively.
Lemma 4.3 (i) Let ¸ be the maximal eigenvalue of the linearized problem. For " > 0
there exists ± > 0 such that
I[w;w] > (¡¸¡ ")(w;w)¡1
for w 2 H1(¡) with mean value zero provided that
j·av ¡ ·¤j < ±; jh§ ¡ h¤§j < ±; jL¡ L¤j < ±:
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(ii) There exists ¹ > 0 such that
¹kwsk2L2(¡) · I[w;w] + (w;w)¡1
for w 2 H1(¡) with mean value zero.
Proof. The largest eigenvalue ¸ corresponding to the bilinear form I depends continuously
on L, ·av, h§. In the case that L = L¤, ·av = ·¤, h§ = h¤§ we obtain (i) with " = 0 and
hence (i) follows from a straight forward perturbation argument, compare [12] for similar
arguments. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5.3 in [12], we obtain (ii). ¤
It is signi¯cant to obtain a positive lower bound of L[¡] in terms of ½. The following
lemma implies that L¤ is a local minimum of L[¡] provided that I¤ is positive.
Lemma 4.4 Let ¡¤ be a stationary curve such that the bilinear form I¤ is positive and
let ½ 2 C1(I) be a function describing a curve ¡ close to ¡¤ as in Section 2. Assume that
a curve ¡ encloses the same area as ¡¤. Then there exist constants c; °¤ > 0 such that
L[¡] ¸ L¤ + ck½k2H1(I)
if k½kC1(I) < °¤.
Proof. This follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Vogel [22] (see (2.14) and the
inequality after (2.19) in [22]). ¤
By virtue of Lemma 4.4, we have an a priori estimate of L[¡t] and can derive useful
estimates concerning ·av and h§.
Lemma 4.5 Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.4 hold for a stationary curve ¡¤ and all
curves ¡t, t 2 [0; T ], described by ½(t) 2 C1(I) for the parameterization in Section 2.
Assume in particular that k½(t)kC1(I) < °¤ for t 2 [0; T ] where °¤ is as in Lemma 4.4.
We then obtain:
(i) L[¡0] ¸ L[¡t] ¸ L¤ for all t 2 [0; T ].
(ii) There exist K1; K2 > 0 such that for t 2 [0; T ]
j·av(t)¡ ·¤j · K1jL[¡t]¡ L¤j; jh§(t)¡ h¤§j · K2jL[¡t]¡ L¤j:
Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 4.1(i) and Lemma 4.4. To prove (ii), we compute
·av =
1
L[¡t]
Z
¡t
· ds =
1
L[¡t]
Z
¡t
µs ds =
1
L[¡t]
(µ+ ¡ µ¡):
A similar computation gives
·¤ =
1
L¤
(µ¤+ ¡ µ¤¡):
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Then we have
j·av ¡ ·¤j =
¯¯¯¯
1
L[¡t]
(µ+ ¡ µ¡)¡ 1
L¤
(µ¤+ ¡ µ¤¡)
¯¯¯¯
=
1
L[¡t]L¤
jL¤(µ+ ¡ µ¡)¡ L[¡t](µ¤+ ¡ µ¤¡)j
·
µ
1
L¤
¶2 n
jL¤(µ+ ¡ µ¡ ¡ (µ¤+ ¡ µ¤¡))j+ jL¤ ¡ L[¡t]jjµ¤+ ¡ µ¤¡j
o
:
By means of the mean value theorem, the smoothness of @­, and the ¼=2 angle condition,
we see that the quantity jµ+¡ µ¤+j+ jµ¤¡¡ µ¡j is estimated by k½kC0(I). Using Lemma 4.4
and an embedding result, we obtain the ¯rst inequality in (ii).
Recall that ·@­(X) is represented by
·@­(X) = ¡ 1jrÃ(X)j([D
2Ã(X)]T@­(X); T@­(X))R2 :
Since this expression does not depend on derivatives of ½, the mean value theorem implies
that the quantity jh§¡h¤§j is estimated by k½kC0(I). Using Lemma 4.4 and an embedding
result, we derive the second inequality in (ii) . ¤
Using Lemma 4.3, we obtain the existence of constants ±¤ > 0 and ¹¤ > 0 such that
I[w;w] > ¡ ¸
2
(w;w)¡1 + ¹¤kwsk2L2(¡t) (4.4)
for w 2 H1(¡t) with mean value zero provided that
j·av(t)¡ ·¤j < ±¤; jh§(t)¡ h¤§j < ±¤; jL[¡t]¡ L¤j < ±¤: (4.5)
We are now in a position to derive a priori estimates for solutions of (2.5) if the solution
is close to ¡¤.
Proposition 4.6 Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.4 hold for a stationary curve ¡¤ and
a curve ¡t described by ½(t) 2 C1(I) for the parameterization in Section 2. Assume that
for t 2 (0; T ]
k½(t)kC1(I) < °¤ and jL[¡t]¡ L¤j · ±
¤
1 +K1 +K2
(=: ±¤1); (4.6)
where °¤ is as in Lemma 4.4, K1 and K2 are as in Lemma 4.5 and ±¤ is as in (4.5). Then
there is a constant ±1 > 0 such that if k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) < ±1 for t 2 (0; T ], it holds
k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) + ¹¤
Z t
t0
kVs(¿)k2L2(¡t) d¿ · k·s(t0)k2L2(¡t)
for t 2 [t0; T ] with t0 > 0 where ¹¤ is as in (4.4).
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Proof. By (4.3), we have
d
dt
k·sk2L2(¡t) + 2I[V; V ]
= ¡2
Z
¡t
(·2av ¡ ·2)V 2 ds+
Z
¡t
·2s·V ds
= 2
Z
¡t
(·¡ ·av)2V 2 ds+ 4·av
Z
¡t
(·¡ ·av)V 2 ds+
Z
¡t
·2s·V ds:
By virtue of (4.6) and Lemma 4.5(ii), we also see that ·av(t), h§(t), and L[¡t] satisfy (4.5).
Then it follows from Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.5(i), and (4.4) that there exist C1; C2 > 0 such
that
d
dt
k·sk2L2(¡t) + (¡¸) (V; V )¡1 + 2¹¤kVsk2L2(¡t)
· C1kV k2L2(¡t)k·sk2L2(¡t) + C2(±¤ + j·¤j)kV k2L2(¡t)k·skL2(¡t):
Since kV kL1(¡t) · CkVskL2(¡t) by virtue of (4.2), we derive kV kL2(¡t) · eCkVskL2(¡t). By
means of this fact and (¡¸) (V; V )¡1 ¸ 0, we are led to
d
dt
k·sk2L2(¡t) + f2¹¤ ¡ eC1k·sk2L2(¡t) ¡ eC2(±¤ + j·¤j)k·skL2(¡t)gkVsk2L2(¡t) · 0: (4.7)
Then, we choose ±1 such that
0 < ±1 < min
8<: ¹¤2 eC1 ;
Ã
¹¤
2 eC2(±¤ + j·¤j)
!29=; :
Assuming k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) < ±1 for t 2 (0; T ], it follows that
d
dt
k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) + ¹¤kVs(t)k2L2(¡t) · 0: (4.8)
Integrating (4.8) with respect to t in the interval [t0; t], we derive the desired result. ¤
Now we arrive at the main result in this section.
Theorem 4.7 (Global existence) Let ¡¤ be a stationary curve such that the bilinear
form I¤ is positive. Also, let ½0 2 C2+®(I) be a function describing a curve ¡0, which
is close to ¡¤ as in Section 2 and satis¯es ¡0?@­. Assume that a curve ¡0 includes the
same area as ¡¤. Then, there exist constants °0 > 0 and ±0 > 0 such that if k½0kC1(I) < °0
and L[¡0]¡ L¤ < ±0, the problem (2.5) admits a unique global-in-time solution ½ with
k½(t)kC1(I) < °0 and L[¡t]¡ L¤ < ±0 for t ¸ 0;
where ¡t is the curve parameterized by ª(¾; ½(¾; t)) in Section 2.
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Proof. Choose °0 and ±0 satisfying
0 < °0 <
°¤
2
; 0 < ±0 <
±¤1
2
(4.9)
where °¤ is as in Lemma 4.4 and ±¤1 is as in (4.6). Assume that the initial curve ¡0 satis¯es
k½0kC1(I) < °0 and L[¡0]¡ L¤ < ±0. Then Lemma 4.4 and an embedding result imply
k½0kC0(I) · C(L[¡0]¡ L¤) < C±0: (4.10)
Further, Lemma 4.5(i) implies that for t > 0
L[¡t]¡ L¤ · L[¡0]¡ L¤ < ±0: (4.11)
We now prove that k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) < ±1 for each time t in the existence interval of the
solution, where ±1 is as in Proposition 4.6. Let 0 < ¯ < ® < 1=2. By Theorem 2.1, we
can construct a unique local-in-time solution for ½0 2 C2+¯(I) and obtain the estimate
k½kY(Q0;T0 ) · K0; (4.12)
where K0 is a constant, which depends on k½0kC2+¯(I) increasingly, and T0 is the local
existence time, which depends on 1=k½0kC2+¯(I) increasingly (for details, see Appendix).
According to the interpolation inequality for HÄolder spaces and (4.10), we have
k½0kC2+¯(I) · C(k½0kC0(I))
®¡¯
2+® (k½0kC2+®(I))
2+¯
2+® · eC± ®¡¯2+®0 : (4.13)
Set t0 := ±
®¡¯
2+®
0 > 0. Then it follows from (4.12), (4.13), and the de¯nition of Y(Q0;T0)
that there exist C > 0 and º > 0 such that
k·s(t0)k2L2(¡t) · C±º0 :
Since k½(t)kC1(I) is continuous with respect to t until t = 0, we see that k½(t)kC1(I) < °¤
for t 2 [0; T ] with a T 2 (0; T0]. Further, by (4.9) and (4.11), we have L[¡t]¡L¤ < ±¤1 for
t > 0. Choose ±0 such that t0 < T and C±
º
0 < ±1. Then, by applying a similar argument to
[7, Proof of Theorem 6.1] together with Proposition 4.6, we obtain that k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) < ±1
for t 2 [t0; T ].
Next, we prove that k½(t)kC1(I) < °0 for t 2 [t0; T ]. By Lemma 4.4 and (4.11), it holds
that for t 2 [0; T ]
¹ck½(t)kH1(I) · L[¡t]¡ L¤ < ±0: (4.14)
Then, by the embedding inequality and (4.14), we see that k½(t)kC0(I) · C±0 for t 2 [0; T ].
On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 4.2(ii) and Lemma 4.5(ii) that there exists
C > 0 such that for t 2 [t0; T ]
k·(t)kC0(¡t) · k·(t)¡ ·av(t)kC0(¡t) + j·av(t)¡ ·¤j+ j·¤j · C(±1 + ±0) + j·¤j: (4.15)
Thus, by virtue of (4.14), (4.15), and k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) < ±1 for t 2 [t0; T ], we derive the
boundedness of k½(t)kH3(I) for t 2 [t0; T ], which implies the boundedness of k½(t)kC2+®(I)
for ® 2 (0; 1=2). Then, by the interpolation inequality for HÄolder spaces, we have
k½(t)kC1(I) · C(k½(t)kC0(I))
1+®
2+® (k½(t)kC2+®(I))
1
2+® · eC± 1+®2+®0
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for t 2 [t0; T ]. Choosing ±0 such that eC± 1+®2+®0 < °0, we obtain k½(t)kC1(I) < °0 for t 2 [t0; T ].
Finally, let us derive the existence of a unique global-in-time solution. Repeating the
above argument until the local existence time T0, we see that ¡t satis¯es
k½(t)kC1(I) < °0; L[¡t]¡ L¤ < ±0; k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) < ±1 (4.16)
for t 2 [t0; T0]. This implies that ¡T0 satis¯es the same conditions as those ful¯lled by
¡0 and the boundedness of k½(T0)kC2+®(I) for ® 2 (0; 1=2) is guaranteed. Thus, due to
Theorem 2.1, the solution of (2.5) can be extended over t = T0 by a ¯xed amount of time.
Further, by applying the same argument as we did in the ¯rst half of this proof, we have
the estimates (4.16) for each time t in the extended existence interval of the solution.
This procedure can be iterated as many times as we want, so that a unique global-in-time
solution of (2.5) with ½(¢; 0) = ½0 can be obtained. ¤
5 Stability of stationary curves
The following theorem shows nonlinear stability of the stationary curve ¡¤ when the
bilinear form I¤ is positive.
Theorem 5.1 (Nonlinear stability) Let the assumption of Theorem 4.7 hold. Then
k½(t)kH3(I) ! 0 as t!1 :
Proof. We apply a method similar to the one used in [7, Proof of Theorem 6.4]. By
Lemma 4.1(i), we see Z 1
0
k·s(¿)k2L2(¡¿ ) d¿ · L[¡0]:
This implies that for any " 2 (0; ±1) there exists a su±ciently large t" > 0 such that
k·s(t")k2L2(¡t) < ":
According to the proof of Theorem 4.7, it holds k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) < ±1 as long as the solution
exists. Thus, applying Proposition 4.6 for t 2 [t";1), we have
k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) + ¹¤
Z t
t"
kVs(¿)k2L2(¡t) d¿ · k·s(t")k2L2(¡t) < ":
This means that
k·s(t)k2L2(¡t) ! 0 as t!1: (5.1)
By (5.1) and Lemma 4.2(ii), we also see
k·(¢; t)¡ ·av(t)kC0(¡t) ! 0 as t!1: (5.2)
On the other hand, by virtue of Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5(i), we obtain the bound-
edness of k½(t)kH1(I). Using Lemma 4.5 and (5.2), we also have the boundedness of
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k·(t)kL2(¡t). Then, the boundedness of k½(t)kH1(I) and k·(t)kL2(¡t) imply the bounded-
ness of k½(t)kH2(I). Since it follows from the boundedness of k½(t)kH2(I) and (5.1) that
k½(t)kH3(I) is bounded, there exists a sequence ftngn2N and e½ such that
½(tn)! e½ in C2+®(I) as n!1:
By virtue of (5.2), e½ satis¯es e·¡ e·av = 0. The solution of the problem
· = ·av; ^(¡; @­) = ¼=2; Area [¡] = Area [¡¤]
is unique in the C0-neighborhood of ¡¤ and given by ½ ´ 0 (see Theorem 5.2 below).
Since e½ is a solution of this problem, we obtain e½ ´ 0. In particular, we get
L[¡tn ]! L[¡¤] = L¤ as n!1:
We remark that ¡tn and ¡
¤ are the curves described by ½ = ½(tn) and ½ ´ 0 for the
parameterization in Section 2, respectively. Then, by the fact that L[¡t] decreases in
time, we obtain that
L[¡t]! L¤ as t!1:
Applying Lemma 4.4, we have
k½(t)k2H1(I) ! 0 as t!1:
Hence, using this fact together with both (5.1) and (5.2), we obtain the desired result.
¤
It remains to prove the following result.
Theorem 5.2 Let ¡¤ be a stationary curve such that the bilinear form I¤ is positive and
let ¡ be a curve described by ½ for the parameterization in Section 2. Then there exists a
C2-neighborhood of ¡¤ such that ½ ´ 0 is the unique solution of the problem
· = ·av ; ^(¡; @­) = ¼=2 ; Area [¡] = Area [¡¤]: (5.3)
Proof. We use the following implicit function theorem (see Zeidler [23, Theorem 4.B]).
Suppose that
(i) the mapping F : U(x0; y0) ½ X £ Y ! Z is de¯ned on an open neighbourhood
U(x0; y0) of (x0; y0), and F (x0; y0) = 0, where X;Y and Z are Banach spaces over R.
(ii) Fy exists as partial Fr¶echet derivative on U(x0; y0) and
Fy(x0; y0) : Y ! Z
is bijective.
(iii) F and Fy are continuous at (x0; y0).
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Then the following holds true: There exist positive numbers r0 and r such that, for every
x 2 X satisfying kx¡ x0k < r0, there is exactly one y(x) 2 Y for which ky(x)¡ y0k · r
and F (x; y(x)) = 0.
We use this theorem for
X := f½ 2 C2(I) j ½ = const.g;
Y :=
n
½ 2 C2(I)
¯¯¯ Z l+
l¡
½ d¾ = 0
o
;
Z :=
n
½ 2 C0(I)
¯¯¯ Z l+
l¡
½ d¾ = 0
o
£ R2
and
F (m;u) :=
µ
·¡ ·av; ^(@­;¡t)+ ¡ ¼
2
; ^(@­;¡t)¡ ¡ ¼
2
¶
where · is computed for the curve that we get by taking ½ = u +m in Section 2. The
expression ^(@­;¡t)§ denotes the angles with the outer boundary at the two boundary
points. The derivative Fu(0; 0) is (by a similar computation as in [12]) given by
Fu(0; 0)(v) =
µ
(@2¾ + ·
2
1)v ¡
1
l+ ¡ l¡
Z l+
l¡
(@2¾ + ·
2
¾)v d¾; (@¾ + h+)v(l+); (@¾ ¡ h¡)v(l¡)
¶
:
The fact that I¤ is positive implies that Fu(0; 0) is invertible (using regularity theory for
ordinary di®erential equations). Straightforward computations show that F and Fu are
continuous at (0; 0).
Hence, for m 2 X small we ¯nd exactly one u(m) such that
F (m;u(m)) = 0:
Let us de¯ne
½m = u(m) +m
and let ¡m be a curve described by ½m for the parameterization in Section 2. Then we
have
Area[¡m] = Area[¡
¤] +
Z l+
l¡
(u(m) +m) d¾ +O(ku(m) +mk2C2(I))
= Area[¡¤] + (l+ ¡ l¡)m+O(ku(m) +mk2C2(I)) :
This implies that for m 6= 0
jArea[¡m]¡ Area[¡¤] j 6= 0; (5.4)
if k(m;u(m))kC2(I) is small enough. We now represent a solution ½ of (5.3) with k½kC2(I)
small as ½ = u+m where u = ½¡ ½av and m = ½av with
½av =
1
l+ ¡ l¡
Z l+
l¡
½ d¾:
Then we see F (m;u) = 0. Due to the area-preserving property and (5.4), we obtain
m = 0 and u ´ 0 which implies ½ ´ 0. This proves the theorem. ¤
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A Proof of Theorem 2.1
The problem (2.5) is an initial boundary value problem for a quasilinear parabolic partial
di®erential equation which has the form8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
½t = ¡ 1
(J(½))4
@4¾½+ a(½; @¾½; @
2
¾½) @
3
¾½+ f(½; @¾½; @
2
¾½) in Q0;T ;
b1(½)@¾½+ g1(½) = 0 at ¾ = l§;
b2(½; @¾½) @
3
¾½+ g2(½; @¾½; @
2
¾½) = 0 at ¾ = l§;
½jt=0 = ½0 in I;
(A.1)
where a, f , bi, and gi (i = 1; 2) are smooth functions with respect to ½, @¾½, and @
2
¾½;
and gi (i = 1; 2) satisfy kg1(t)kC0(I) = O(k½(t)kC0(I)) and kg2(t)kC0(I) = O(k½(t)kC2+®(I))
when k½kC2+®(I) ! 0. In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we apply a ¯xed point argument.
Let
D := f½ 2 Y(Q0;T ) j ½(¢; 0) = ½0; k½kY(Q0;T ) · Kg
for positive constants K and T , and de¯ne a mapping P as
P : D 3 ¹½ 7! ½ 2 Y(Q0;T )
where ½ is the unique solution of the linearized problem8>>><>>>:
½t = A½+ F (¾; t) for (¾; t) 2 Q0;T ;
B1½ = G1(¾; t) at ¾ = l§; t 2 (0; T ];
B2½ = G2(¾; t) at ¾ = l§; t 2 (0; T ];
½(¾; 0) = ½0 for ¾ 2 I:
(A.2)
Here the linearized operators A, B1, and B2 around the initial data ½0 2 C2+®(I) are
given by
A = ¡ 1
(J(½0))4
@4¾ + a(½0; @¾½0; @
2
¾½0) @
3
¾ ;
B1 = b1(½0) @¾; B2 = b2(½0; @¾½0) @3¾ ;
and for given ¹½ 2 D
F (¾; t) = ¡
½
1
(J(¹½))4
¡ 1
(J(½0))4
¾
@4¾ ¹½
+
©
a(¹½; @¾ ¹½; @
2
¾ ¹½)¡ a(½0; @¾½0; @2¾½0)
ª
@3¾ ¹½
+f(¹½; @¾ ¹½; @
2
¾ ¹½);
G1(¾; t) = ¡
©
b1(¹½)¡ b1(½0)
ª
@¾ ¹½¡ g1(¹½);
G2(¾; t) = ¡
©
b2(¹½; @¾ ¹½)¡ b2(½0; @¾½0)
ª
@3¾ ¹½¡ g2(¹½; @¾ ¹½; @2¾ ¹½):
The existence of a unique solution for the linearized problem (A.2) in Y(Q0;T ) is proved by
applying the optimal regularity theory for analytic semigroups to the linearized problem
(A.2) (see [17]). If the mapping P is a contraction on D for suitable constants K and T
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depending on k½0kC2+®(I), P has a unique ¯xed point in D which is a unique solution of
the nonlinear problem (A.1). Thus we show that the mapping P is a contraction on D.
In order to prove this fact, the following lemma is crucial.
Lemma A.1 (i) Assume that ¹½ 2 D and that ½ is a solution of the linearized problem
(A.2). Then there exist positive constants M0 and N such that
k½kY(Q0;T ) ·M0 +NT
®
4 :
In particular, M0 depends on k½0kC2+®(I) increasingly, and N depends on K increasingly.
(ii) Assume that ¹½1; ¹½2 2 D and that ½1; ½2 are solutions of the linearized problem (A.2).
Then there exists a positive constant N such that
k½1 ¡ ½2kY(Q0;T ) · NT
®
4 k¹½1 ¡ ¹½2kY(Q0;T ):
In particular, N depends on K increasingly.
A method to prove this lemma is to use the optimal regularity theory of analytic semi-
groups as in [17]. We prove this lemma in the next section.
Lemma A.1 implies that if we take
K = 2M0; T0 = min
½µ
K
2N
¶4=®
;
µ
1
2N
¶4=®¾
;
it follows that for T · T0
k½kY(Q0;T ) · K; k½1 ¡ ½2kY(Q0;T ) ·
1
2
k¹½1 ¡ ¹½2kY(Q0;T ):
This means that P maps D into itself and is a contraction on D for T · T0. Thus the
proof of Theorem 2.1 is completed.
B Proof of Lemma A.1
We only prove Lemma A.1(i). Applying a similar argument, we can also derive Lemma
A.1(ii). It is convenient to introduce the following estimate without proof.
Lemma B.1 (see [17, Section 2]) For k 2 N, ¯1, ¯2 2 (0; 1), and a sectorial operator
A, there exists a constant C = C(k; ¯1; ¯2; A) such that
ktk¡¯1+¯2AketAkL(DA(¯1;1);DA(¯2;1)) · C for 0 < t · 1: (B.1)
The statement holds also for k = 0, provided ¯1 · ¯2.
De¯ne X := C(I) and
D(A) := fu 2 C4(I) j B1u(l§) = B2u(l§) = 0g:
Then A : X ¾ D(A) 3 u 7! Au 2 X is the realization of A in X. It is known that A is
a sectorial operator in X (see [20]).
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Let ½ be a unique solution of the linearized problem (A.2). In order to reduce the
inhomogeneous problem to a homogeneous problem at the boundaries, we introduce an
auxiliary function ³ de¯ned as
³(¾; t) :=
½
(¾ ¡ l¡)G1(l¡; t)
b1(½0)
¯¯
¾=l¡
+
(¾ ¡ l¡)3G2(l¡; t)
3! b2(½0; @¾½0)
¯¯
¾=l¡
¾
´(¾)
+
½
(¾ ¡ l+)G1(l+; t)
b1(½0)
¯¯
¾=l+
+
(¾ ¡ l+)3G2(l+; t)
3! b2(½0; @¾½0)
¯¯
¾=l+
¾
^´(¾)
where ´; ^´ 2 C1(I) are cut-o® functions satisfying8><>:
´0(¾) < 0; ^´0(¾) > 0 for ¾ 2 (l¡ + L¤=4; l+ ¡ L¤=4);
´(¾) ´ 1; ^´(¾) ´ 0 for ¾ 2 [l¡; l¡ + L¤=4];
´(¾) ´ 0; ^´(¾) ´ 1 for ¾ 2 [l+ ¡ L¤=4; l+]:
Then it follows that ½¡ ³ ful¯lls homogeneous boundary conditions. Since A is sectorial,
we represent ½ ¡ ³ with the help of a variant of the variation of constants formula and
the analytic semigroup etA. By a simple computation, we obtain for 0 · t · T ,
½(¢; t) = ½1(¢; t) + ½2(¢; t) + ½3(¢; t)
where
½1(¢; t) = etAf½0 ¡ ³(¢; 0)g;
½2(¢; t) =
Z t
0
e(t¡r)AfF (¢; r) +A³(¢; r)g dr;
½3(¢; t) = ¡A
Z t
0
e(t¡r)Af³(¢; r)¡ ³(¢; 0)g dr + ³(¢; 0):
Applying the theory of analytic semigroups as in [17], we have (see below)8>>><>>>:
k½1kY(Q0;T ) · C0 k½0 ¡ ³(¢; 0)kDA( 2+®4 ;1);
k½2kY(Q0;T ) · C0 sup
0<±<T
±
1
2 sup
t2[±;T ]
kF (¢; t) +A³(¢; t)kDA(®4 ;1);
k½3kY(Q0;T ) · C0 + C0;KT
1
4 :
(B.2)
In particular, it is veri¯ed that a constant C0 increases with k½0kC2+®(I), and that a
constant C0;K increases with k½0kC2+®(I) and K. Once (B.2) is proven, it follows from
characterization of interpolation spaces DA(¯;1) (see e.g. [1, 17, 18]) and the de¯nition
of F that
k½kY(Q0;T ) · k½1kY(Q0;T ) + k½2kY(Q0;T ) + k½3kY(Q0;T )
· eC0k½0 ¡ ³(¢; 0)kC2+®(I)
+ eC0 sup
0<±<T
±
1
2 sup
t2[±;T ]
kF (¢; t) +A³(¢; t)kC®(I)
+ eC0 + eC0;KT 14
· M0 +N0;KT ®4 +N0;KT 14 ;
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where eC0 and M0 depend on k½0kC2+®(I) increasingly, and eC0;K and N0;K depend on
k½0kC2+®(I) and K increasingly. This completes the proof of Lemma A.1(i). Thus we give
the proof of (B.2) in detail.
First let us explain about the estimates for ½1 and ½2. Using (B.1) with k = 0 and
¯1 = ¯2 = (2+®)=4 to ½1, and with k = 1, ¯1 = (2+®)=4, and ¯2 = ®=4 to @½1=@t = A½1,
we are led to the estimate of ½1 easily. Since F + A³ 2 L1((0; T ];DA(®4 ;1)), applying
the same argument as [17, Section 4.3.2] to ½2 in ["; T ] (" 2 (0; T )), we have an estimate
for ½2. Let us consider the estimate for ½3. Since ³ is less regular, we cannot derive the
desired estimate for ½3 if we only use (B.1) to ½3 directly. Set
z(t) =
Z t
0
e(t¡r)Af³(¢; r)¡ ³(¢; 0)g dr: (B.3)
Then z satis¯es
½3(¢; t) = ¡Az(t) + ³(¢; 0) = ¡ d
dt
z(t) + ³(¢; t);
d
dt
½3(¢; t) = ¡A d
dt
z(t) = Af½3(¢; t)¡ ³(¢; t)g:
This means that if we obtain the estimates for dz=dt, we have the desired estimates for
½3. In fact, the estimate for k½3kY(Q0;T ) is given by
k½3kY(Q0;T ) · k³(¢; 0)kC2+®(Q0;T ) + k³(¢; t)¡ ³(¢; 0)kC2+®(Q0;T )
+
3X
i=1
sup
0<t<T
t
1
2kA³(¢; t)kC®(Q0;T )
+ eC³k _z(t)kDA( 2+®4 ;1) + sup0<±<T ± 12 supt2[±;T ] kA _z(t)kDA(®4 ;1)
´
:
Here and hereafter we use _z instead of dz=dt to simplify the notation. For the function
z, we have the following estimates.
Lemma B.2 Let z be a function represented by (B.3). Then, there exists a constant N ,
which depends on k½0kC2+®(I), ®, and K, such that8<: k _z(t)kDA( 2+®4 ;1) · NT
1
4 ;
sup
0<±<T
±
1
2 sup
t2[±;T ]
kA _z(t)kDA(®4 ;1) · NT
1
4 : (B.4)
Proof. The proof of the ¯rst estimate of (B.4) is similar to arguments in [13, Appendix].
We only prove the second estimate of (B.4). For t ¸ " with " 2 (0; T ), we have
_z(t) = e(t¡"=2)A _z("=2) +
Z t
"=2
Ae(t¡r)Af³(¢; r)¡ ³(¢; t)g dr
+e(t¡"=2)Af³(¢; t)¡ ³(¢; "=2)g:
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This implies that
kA _z(t)kDA(®4 ;1) · kAe(t¡"=2)A _z("=2)kDA(®4 ;1)
+k
Z t
"=2
A2e(t¡r)Af³(¢; r)¡ ³(¢; t)g drkDA(®4 ;1)
+kAe(t¡"=2)Af³(¢; t)¡ ³(¢; "=2)gkDA(®4 ;1)
=: I1(t) + I2(t) + I3(t):
Let us ¯rst derive the estimate of I1(t). It follows that for t ¸ "
I1(t) · C0(t¡ "=2)¡®4 kA _z("=2)k · C0("=2)¡®4 kA _z("=2)k: (B.5)
Thus it is necessary to obtain an estimate of kA _z(t)k. Since _z(0) = 0, we see
kA _z(t)k ·
Z t
0
kA2e(t¡r)Af³(¢; r)¡ ³(¢; t)gk dr + kAetAf³(¢; t)¡ ³(¢; 0)gk:
We now recall the de¯nition of ³. Then we have to estimate each term. We show the
estimate only for the term including the function
³^(¾; t) := (¾ ¡ l¡)3G2(l¡; t)´(¾):
The ideas for the estimation of the other terms is similar. Set
J1(t) :=
Z t
0
kA2e(t¡r)Af³^(¢; ¾)¡ ³^(¢; t)gk dr;
J2(t) := kAetAf³^(¢; t)¡ ³^(¢; 0)gk:
Let derive the estimate of J1(t). For t > r we have
jG2(¢; t)¡G2(¢; r)j · jb2(¹½(¢; t); @¾ ¹½(¢; t))¡ b2(½0; @¾½0)jj@3¾ ¹½(¢; t)¡ @3¾ ¹½(¢; r)j
+jb2(¹½(¢; t); @¾ ¹½(¢; t))¡ b2(¹½(¢; r); @¾ ¹½(¢; r))jj@3¾ ¹½(¢; r)j
+jg2(¹½(¢; t); @¾ ¹½(¢; t); @2¾ ¹½(¢; t))¡ g2(¹½(¢; r); @¾ ¹½(¢; r); @2¾ ¹½(¢; r))j
· CK
©
t
1+®
4 ¢ r¡ 12 (t¡ r) 1+®4 + r¡ 12 (t¡ r) 3+®4 ¢ r¡ 14 + r¡ 12 (t¡ r) 2+®4 ª:
This fact and characterization of interpolation spaces DA(¯;1) imply that
J1(t) · C0
Z t
0
(t¡ r) 34¡2k(¾ ¡ l¡)3´kDA( 34 ;1)jG2(l¡; t)¡G2(l¡; r)j dr
· C0;K
Z t
0
(t¡ r) 34¡2©t 1+®4 ¢ r¡ 12 (t¡ r) 1+®4
+r¡
1
2 (t¡ r) 3+®4 ¢ r¡ 14 + r¡ 12 (t¡ r) 2+®4 ª dr
· C0;K;® (t 1+®4 + t 14 + t 14 ) t®4¡ 12
· eC0;K;® (t 1+®4 + t 14 ) t®4¡ 12 :
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Applying the similar argument to J2(t), we are led to
J2(t) · C0 t 34¡1k(¾ ¡ l¡)3´kDA( 34 ;1)jG2(l¡; t)¡G2(l¡; 0)j
· C0;K t 34¡1 (t 1+®4 ¢Kt¡ 14 + t®4 )
· eC0;K t 14 ¢ t®4¡ 12 :
Since the estimates for the other terms are also obtained similarly, we have
kA _z(t)k · C0;K;®T 14 ¢ t®4¡ 12 :
It follows from (B.5) that
I1(t) · C0;K;®T 14 ¢ ("=2)¡ 12 :
Let us derive the estimate for I2(t). Set
w(t) :=
Z t
"=2
A2e(t¡r)Af³(¢; r)¡ ³(¢; t)g dr:
In order to obtain the estimate of kwkDA(®4 ;1), we recall the de¯nition of k ¢ kDA(®4 ;1).
Since the estimate of kwk is similar to that of J1(t), we consider only the estimate of the
semi-norm. According to the de¯nition, we see
[w]DA(®4 ;1) = sup
0<¿<1
k¿ 1¡®4Ae¿Awk
· sup
0<¿<1
¿ 1¡
®
4
Z t
"=2
kA3e(t+¿¡r)Af³(¢; r)¡ ³(¢; t)gk dr:
We show the estimate only for the term including ³^(¾; t). In fact we obtain
¿ 1¡
®
4
Z t
"=2
kA3e(t+¿¡r)Af³^(¢; r)¡ ³^(¢; t)gk dr
· C0 ¿ 1¡®4
Z t
"=2
(t+ ¿ ¡ r) 34¡3k(¾ ¡ l¡)3´kDA( 34 ;1)jG2(l¡; t)¡G2(l¡; r)j dr
· C0;K ¿ 1¡®4
Z t
"=2
(t+ ¿ ¡ r) 34¡3ft 1+®4 ¢ ("=2)¡ 12 (t¡ r) 1+®4
+("=2)¡
1
2 (t¡ r) 3+®4 ¢ r¡ 14 + ("=2)¡ 12 (t¡ r) 2+®4 ª dr
· C0;K ¿ 1¡®4
Z t
"=2
(t+ ¿ ¡ r)®4¡2 dr ¢ (t 1+®4 + t 14 ) ¢ ("=2)¡ 12
+C0;K ¿
1¡®
4
Z t
"=2
(t+ ¿ ¡ r)®4¡2 (r ¡ "=2)¡ 14 dr ¢ (t¡ "=2) 12 ¢ ("=2)¡ 12
· C0;K;® ¿ 1¡®4 ¢ ¿ ®4¡1fT 14 + (t¡ "=2) 14g ¢ ("=2)¡ 12
· C0;K;® T 14 ¢ ("=2)¡ 12 :
As a consequence, we are led to
I2(t) · C0;K;® T 14 ¢ ("=2)¡ 12 :
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The estimate of I3(t) is omitted, since we can readily obtain it by using (B.1) together
with the estimate of jG2(¢; t)¡G2(¢; r)j.
Consequently, we have
kA _z(t)kDA(®4 ;1) · C0;K;®T
1
4 ¢ "¡ 12 for " · t · T:
This completes the proof of the second estimate of (B.4). ¤
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